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Welcome everyone to the F-4 Phantom
Community
With this new magazine, in the F-4 Phantom
Community we want to create a space for the
members of this Phantastic community to
have their own magazine in which they can
read news of the Phantoms around the world
and invite members to participate and send us
articles and photographs from anywhere in the
world, where the mighty Phantom served with
honor.
The Spooky Trails magazine will be the flagship
of the community, a community open to all
Phanatics who, whether they were pilots, WSO,
mechanics, maintenance personnel, Spotters or
simply passionate about the mighty Phantom,
will be able to have a chance to share their
experiences with us.
We invite you all to join the F-4 Phantom
Community, where you can enjoy articles,
photos, news and best of all, where you can
participate with your comments, share photos,
and even write articles that you can see more
trade published in the Spooky Trails Magazine.

Manuel Carazo

Luis Martín-Crespo

ON THE COVER:
Christina Olds, daughter of the late triple ace
and Air Force Cross recipient Brig. Gen. Robin
Olds, touches her father’s F-4C Phantom II at
the National Museum of the U.S. Air Force.
(U.S. Air Force Museum Photo)
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The real story of the Air Museum’s
C.12-37 / 12-29 of the Spanish Air
Force
By: The F-4 Phantom Community - Coert Van Breda - CMS Steve Pennington, USAF (Ret)

Lt.Col Robert “Earthquake “ Titus in DaNang , Vietnam July 1967 (The F-4 in the picture is the 64-0280)

I have always been enthusiastic about military aviation, and if there is one aircraft of which I can say that I am a fan,
it is the F-4 Phantom. I have toured museums mostly in the United States and England where they have these aircraft
on display and, I must admit, the one that has impacted me the most was the one at the U.S. Air Force Museum at
Wright-Patterson Air Force Base.
In March 2019 I published a book about the Torrejon air base and its involvement in the Cold War, (“Torrejon during
the Cold War”) and, when I made the presentation of the book at the Gaudí bookstore, I was invited to visit the Infante
de Orleans Foundation and the Spanish Air Force Museum.
When I arrived at the Air Museum, I rushed to see
the F-4’s there, in this case an RF-4C and a 12th Wing
F-4C, with a sign that said that this plane was flown
by Lt. Col. Robert Titus in Vietnam and had shot down
three MIG’s during the Vietnam War. I thought it was
a shame it did not have the “three red stars” on it
marking the shoot downs it had done.
Sometime later, I was thinking about it and in Lt. Col.
Titus, and I started asking questions to museums,
and to several Vietnam experts, and with all the
information under my belt, I came to the conclusion
that the plane that is in the air museum the C.12-37 /
12-29 and that belonged to the USAF with the USAF #
64-0820 if it was flown by Lt. Col. Titus when he was
appointed commander of the 389th squadron in DaNang in 1967, but he did NOT shoot down any MIG’s
with this plane
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Then I bought a book published by the Spanish Ministry
of Defense (60 years of Torrejon Air Base history), and on
page 183 appears the same aircraft, also saying that with
this aircraft Lt. Col. Titus had shot down three MIG’s over
Vietnam.
But it is important to know that the aircraft that is in the
Spanish Air Force Museum is the USAF #64-0820 (MSN
1151) that arrived in Spain in July 1978 (Spanish Air Force

C.12-37) and was assigned to the Air Force.
Clarifications about this aircraft
It is important to know the history of an aircraft when it
arrives to an Air Force, and for that reason, from here we
want to describe which aircraft and which shootdowns,
with dates included, were performed by Lt. Col. Titus in
Vietnam.

Information provided by Coert Van Breda

Following the documentation that we provide in the
table above; we can see the aircraft that flew Lt. Col.
Titus and when and with what weaponry it achieved the
shootdowns.
Also, as told in a book about F-4s in Vietnam by Lt Col Titus
and 1LT Zimmer (22 May 1967 with AIM-9 and SUU-16),
USAF # 64-0776 was the only Phantom to shoot down a
MiG with all three major weapons systems in the Vietnam
War.
F-4C USAF # 64-0776 belongs to the U.S. Air Force
Museum, and is currently on loan to the Seattle Museum,
and F-4C USAF # 64-0777, which is at the Cavanaugh Flight
Museum in Addison, TX.

With all this data, we can conclude that Lt. Col. Titus and
his WSO Lt. Zimmer shot down two MIG's with F-4C #640776 (call sign Wander 01) on May 22, 1967, but two
days earlier, on May 20, 1967, they shot down another
MIG 21 with F-4C #64-0777 (call sign Elgin 03).
And likewise, we conclude that there is an error in the
documentation referring to the F-4C of the Spanish Air
Force Museum, and we think that it is in that when the
F-4C arrived in Spain and was received by the Air Force,
it was left with the idea that there was a mistake in the
documentation, was left with the idea that it had shot
down three MiG's during the Vietnam conflict, but what
they may not do any shoot downs with it.
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Arthur Eggers, his life and his
drawings
In 1981, Art qualified for the Airman
Education and Commissioning
Program (AECP) and left Hahn
to pursue a degree in Electrical
Engineering at Texas Tech University.

In late 1978 he was reassigned to
Hahn AB, Germany where he was
the Air Launched Missile System,
Master Instructor for Field Training
Detachment (FTD) 910.

After graduation, he attended
Officer Training School (OTS) and
upon graduation was commissioned
a second Lieutenant. His first
assignment as an Officer was at the
Air Force Electronic Warfare Center
(AFEWC) where he was successful in
terminating the Army’s DIVAD (Sgt
York) System, thus saving the lives of
Army crew members.

Arthur Eggers is a retired Air force
Officer who has been pursuing his
passion for art since he was a young
boy living on Otis AFB, MA, where
his Father, an Air Force NCO was
stationed.

And then came Vietnam! Art
enlisted in the Air Force in 1971
and attended Technical School at
Lowery AFB, CO, where he trained
as a Missile and Guidance Control
Specialist.

In High School, he took every
drawing and art class he could and
in the late 60s/early 70s he had
dreams of becoming an Architectural
Draftsman.
Upon graduation, he was assigned
to George AFB, CA but almost
immediately received reassignment
orders to Korat RTAFB where he
supported various aircraft, including
the F-4, with work on the AIM9, AIM-7, AGM-45, and AGM-78
missiles.
Most of his first two years at Hahn
were spent TDY to RAF Bentwaters
and RAF Woodbridge, supporting
those bases conversion from the F-4
to the A-10 Warthog.
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Upon return to the CONUS, he was
assigned to Luke AFB, AZ.

He retired from the Air Force in
January of 1994 with twenty two
and a half years of service. After
retirement he remained living in Las
Vegas, NV and has held various jobs
in technology and teaching. Art and
his wife Jeanette have two children
and six grandchildren. Art’s son
followed in his father’s footsteps,
joined the Air Force as an enlisted
Airman, later obtained an officer
commission, and now holds the rank
of Lt Colonel.
Throughout his Air Force career and
after retirement, Art continued his
passion for art. He started doing
aircraft artwork ten or twelve years
ago and he currently does artwork
as Air Wing Graphics.
Examples of his work can be found
at the website, https://arthureggers.pixels.com/shop/prints It is
well worth the time to peruse his
creations.
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Phantom phanatic, from the
very beginning. Memories of
youth
By: Santiago Tena Paz
I was born in Spain in 1952. By the fifties Spain was
extremely far from the current standards of air
technologies. In the Air Force (EJERCITO DEL AIRE) still
survived old German and soviet designs survivors of the
civil war 1936-1939.
Jet propulsion, in Spanish language, “Propulsion a
chorro” was something new and when a condensation
trail appeared in the sky everybody looked to be
astonished with this phenomenon. The first jet planes
arrived in Spain in the middle fifties by then I become a
real aviation enthusiast. Late in the sixties was heard that
the F-86 will be retired and substituted by a supersonic
fighter, The F-104, Starfighter.
A real giant step. By those times there were a celebration
day. In Torrejón Air base, near Madrid. These Open gates
day was call friendship day between USA and Spain and
were a real success in terms of public affluence. Those
celebrations continued during the sixties and seventies,
and by then we had the opportunity of take a look on
the last models of aircrafts in the USAF inventory as, B-52
and the KC-135 and the C-141.
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All well known by Spanish people as all of them
appeared in the TV news about Vietnam war but the real
“aficionados” were all gathered for watch the new fighter
for the US NAVY and the USAF, the powerful monster
with two engines capable of exceed Mach 2 and carry
more weight in armament than a B-17. The aircraft who
constituted for itself a complete air force, fighter bomber
and recognition missions.
We saw the phantom in June 71 in the Friendship Day
where the Thunderbirds were the stars of the function.
By then the USAF units stationed in Torrejon were
equipped with the F-4E version. The same year the
Spanish Air Force received its first F-4C in place of the
F-104
Two years later the Blue Angels Navy team showed the
capacities of pilot and plane in their F-4J, never seen
before in Spain
Every pilot in the Spanish air force wanted to fly the new
fighter. In the beginning were the “supersonic veterans”
of the Starfighter the first phantom pilots. The WSOs
were not pilot qualified pilots but things will change in
the future.

The Phantom was also known by airline pilots as a highlevel smoker their characteristic black smoke trails could
be seen from miles away.
I am retired lawyer, only light planes pilot but I continued
love aviation. I build models as well and I have built
Phantom kits in every livery. British, German, Israel, and
most of all, Spanish Phantoms.
Through the years I worked in, and Airline and I have
many pilots’ friends, all of them admire and envy the
fortune of their ex phantom drivers’ colleagues. Phantom
is a myth and an icon for pilots and aviation lovers, the
ugly and male look of the Truck of the bombs appealed
all. And even today the word phantom is identified as a
plane name all over the world.
In Oct 18th of 2002, the last phantom in service shut
off his GD J-79 engine for the last time in Torrejón AB.
I was there and still remembering the moment as the
successful conclusion for a legend. But most of the
veterans’ pilots there looked very nostalgic. There was
a strong and very dependable friend saying “Pharewell”
And I share this feeling cause the phantoms that remains
in museum can be seen but not heard.
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Christina Olds, daughter of
the legendary fighter pilot
Robin Olds
By: The F4 Phantom Community

Christina and her father during Christmas 1973.
Credit: Christina Olds

Still today, Robin Olds inspires the new generation of
pilots due to his legendary career in military aviation,
but how do you think Air force has change since he was
the Commandant of Cadets at the United States Air
Force Academy?
I can only answer this from my point of view or personal
observations and it’s likely that someone who has had a
30-year career would give completely different answers.
In my opinion, the Air Force has changed in a few ways
since 1971, but also remains the same in many essential
ways. Those essential ways include the same dedication
to mission and training across all disciplines and the fact
that a career in the Air Force, whether as enlisted or
officer, is a highly desirable and prestigious job. Everyone
I know who is currently serving is happy with their lives,
where they’re living, their teammates and their mission.
The most observable way the Air Force has changed is
through uniforms which have transitioned from blue
into what looks to me like combat fatigues I formerly
associated with Army. In deeper ways, the greatest
changes are the normality of women serving in all jobs
within the Air Force, including as fighter pilots. I’ve met
many female fighter pilots and have observed them
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within their squadrons. They are amazing young women
and highly respected by their peers! Perhaps the greatest
change over my lifetime, and the most startling and
satisfying, has to be the equal male-female teamwork.
I’m sure it took some adjusting when it started but there
is tremendous camaraderie and mutual respect now.
Our current Air Force Heritage Flight F-35 demonstration
pilot is Maj. Kristin “Beo” Wolfe. There is also a level
of political correctness which has changed the social
fabric of all branches of the military across the board. I
confess I’ve had a challenging time learning all the newly
corrected lyrics to the old fighter pilot songs I learned
from my father.
How did it personally affect your father that after
what he had predicted that the Air Force’s fighter
community was struggling with a nearly 1:1 kill-loss
ratio to the new Inspector General, Lt Gen Ernest C.
Hardin Jr., Olds offered to take a voluntary reduction
in rank to colonel so he could return to operational
command and straighten out the situation. Olds
decided to leave the Air Force when the offer was
refused (he was offered another inspection tour
instead) and he retired on June 1, 1973. How did he

feel, personally, his retirement was partly due to
not being able to do a job for which he felt he could
contribute a lot, I personally think so too, but he was
very affected, it affected his personal life a lot?
Yes, it affected him greatly and he was very unhappy
when he retired on June 1, 1973, exactly 30 years to the
day he graduated from West Point. He really wanted to
go back to combat flying to help lead the way to end the
war and bring the men home safely. I remember him
being very quiet the week before his retirement and his
expression during the brief retirement ceremony was
solemn. He never smiled once. Our house on base at
Norton had already been packed up and a new house
purchased in the mountains of Colorado. Our cars were
loaded and ready to go and we drove away in tandem
immediately following the ceremony. For the next year
or so, he briefly grew back his mustache and played a
lot of golf, plus skied in the winter. He focused on new
friends in Steamboat Springs and did his best to get over
what he saw as the unnecessary end to his Air Force
career. However, my father had the personality of a true
survivor and he popped back quickly into his fun-loving,
positive frame of mind. Our new house and community
in Steamboat Springs, Colorado, absorbed his interest
and enthusiasm for many new projects.
In these days that our society (in general) are needed
for heroes, what could be your opinion about to make
a movie about Robin Olds and his legend?
Of course, a movie should be made, and I’ve been
approached by different entities over the past 10
years, but all interest has subsequently faded with the
explanation of “it will just cost too much money.” I
have no doubt the right studio, producer, screenwriter,
or director at some point will appear with the clear
intention to make it happen.

diaries, letters, notes and the few unconnected pages
of memories he left for me to assemble. The other 50%
are my words pulling the whole thing together by writing
all the chronological parts between the notes he left.
The last chapter is something I saved and wrote right
at the end of my year of solitude, and it’s based upon a
dream my dad told me one week before he passed away.
Ed Rasimus, who is named on the cover, was a great
friend and fighter pilot I turned to in order to make sure
my technical language and aerial combat terms were
correct. I sent chapters to Ed as I wrote them, and he
happily edited as needed. In essence, he was my editor.
The personal writing, he contributed is his Preface at the
front of the book. He asked me to include his name on
the cover of the book and, in exchange, he wouldn’t take
any royalties. Ed was my coach, my cheerleader and a
great supporter. I am eternally grateful for his wise and
professional help. Sadly, he passed away a few years ago
and is missed by all who knew him.

Robin Olds became so famous, not only in the USAF
but also in many European countries that during the
Mustache march, also in Europe pilots were growing
mustaches in the Robin Olds style, you have been a
judge and visiting some bases to look for the most
similar, I guess, that this gesture, will fill you with
pride?
Yes, the gesture of active duty and retired fighter pilots
around the world growing mustaches during “Mustache
March” fills me with great pride and amusement. The
spirit of the competition is exactly in keeping with my
dad’s great sense of fun and play. I really believe he
would be getting a kick out of what goes on in his honor.

I bought your father’s book which seems to me to be
an exemplary book, how did you feel involved in telling
your father’s story in a book?
Thank you for your kind words about the book. It’s been
a matter of great pride for me that it turned out so well
because it took me over a year of exacting research and
focused effort to write it. Many people don’t realize that
the words in the book are 50% my father’s, from his
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When we say “Robin Olds,” we immediately though in
the ace of Vietnam and his kills with the F-4, but what
is your first thinking about your father?”
My best friend, my buddy, my playmate, my trusted advisor and sweet father. We were each other’s confidantes.
He taught me how to be adventurous, truthful, brave,
dignified and kind. He was enormously funny and loved
to laugh. More than anything, he was fun to be with. He
was my shelter and my hero in the smallest and largest
of ways.

I have seen the pictures of the memorial to your
father at the US Air Force Academy, it is a beautiful
sculpture and honors your father’s legacy for the next
generations, what do you have to comment on this?
The statue is magnificent, and the words spoken during
the ceremony by various dignitaries were remarkable
and heartwarming tributes to my father’s legacy. It is a
fitting memorial to those lost in aerial combat and will
be a gathering spot for years to come for all branches
of military aviation. Most of all, I’m happy to think the
words engraved on the plaques will serve to inspire
future generations of pilots for many centuries ahead.

Robin Olds on horseback during one of our annual vacations to
a ranch in Wyoming. Credit: Christina Olds

Robin Olds Memorial at the US Air Force Academy
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Drawing: Arthur Eggers

COL Robin Olds preflights his F-4C Phantom before a
combat mission in Southeast Asia, circa Sept 1967, while
serving as the Commander of the 8th Tactical Fighter
Wing at Ubon Air Base, Thailand.

Christina Olds and her daughter Jenny (Robin’s only
grandchild) standing up on tthe statue after the
dedication on October 1st.

COL Olds wears USAF flight gear typical of the 1967
timeframe, to include: K-2B Flight Suit, CSU-3/P Anti-G
Suit, SRU-21/P Survival Vest, PCU-3/P Torso Harness,
B-3A Gloves, a Pilot’s Survival Knife (attached to the
Harness), and a .38 Special GI Revolver carried in a GUU1/P Holster, attached to an M-1956 Equipment Belt, (US
Air Force Museum picture)
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Operation Bolo: when F-4s
trapped Mig-21s in Vietnam

By: The F4 Phantom Community
The mission was a response to the heavy losses
sustained during the Operation Rolling Thunder aerialbombardment campaign of 1966, during which Vietnam
People’s Air Force fighter jets had evaded U.S. escort
fighters and attacked U.S. bombers flying predictable
routes. On January 2, 1967, U.S. Air Force F-4 Phantom
II multirole fighters flew a mission along flight paths
typically used by the bombers during Rolling Thunder.
The ruse drew an attack by Vietnamese MikoyanGurevich MiG-21 interceptors, whose pilots expected to
find heavily loaded fighter-bombers. Instead, they were
met by the far more agile F-4s, which shot down seven of
the MiG’s.
The battle prompted VPAF pilots and strategists, as
well as Soviet tacticians, to re-evaluate the tactics and
deployment of the MiG-21.
Opposing aircraft

by Rules of Engagement which in most cases required
visual confirmation of a target before firing – essentially
defeating any advantage that the missile would
have conferred to the American pilots. Both missiles
had exhibited reliability problems in 1966 combat,
exacerbated by maintenance problems caused by the
tropical conditions of Southeast Asia, with the majority
failing to ignite, fuse, or guide to the target.
The F-4’s primary adversary during this engagement
was the Soviet-built Mikoyan-Gurevich MiG-21, NATO
reporting name ‘Fishbed’, a small fighter designed as
a short-range interceptor, a role that perfectly suited
its use by the VPAF. Armed with two Vympel K-13
missiles (known to US pilots by their NATO designation
“Atoll”), the MiG-21 had rapid acceleration, was
agile at supersonic speeds and at high altitudes, and
significantly outperformed its primary target – the F-105
Thunderchief – in all flight regimes.

The F-4 Phantom II had been in operational service with
the United States Air Force since 1964. The latest fighter
in American service, the F-4 had powerful engines,
excellent handling, and an air-to-air configuration of eight
air-to-air missiles. However, the Phantom suffered from
a lack of maneuverability, as its original conception as a
fleet defense interceptor dictated that air combat would
occur at beyond visual range with radar-guided missiles.
It also had engines that tended to produce substantial
amounts of smoke, making it highly visible in combat.
The F-4’s missile armament consisted of the AIM-7
Sparrow and the AIM-9 Sidewinder. Although the shortrange AIM-9 was thought to be an effective weapon, the
use of the beyond visual range AIM-7 was constrained
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Republic F-105D Thunderchief at the National Museum of the United
States Air Force. (U.S. Air Force photo)

A small, light fighter, its low wing loadings were excellent
for air combat maneuvering and its small size made it
difficult to spot even when its adversary was warned of
its presence. Typically, the MiG-21 was used in hit-andrun tactics; being vectored by Ground Control Intercept
(GCI) to an intercept position to the vulnerable rear of
an American strike formation, then executing a missile
attack and diving away before fighter cover could
intervene. Scoring its first kill on October 5, 1966, in
December intercepting MiG-21s shot down two F-105s
and forced 20% of all strike sorties to jettison their
bombloads.

the VPAF to challenge them with a small force of 15 or 16
MiG-21 fighters used as point defense interceptors.
The USAF pilots were constrained by their rules of
engagement and thwarted by a fleeting adversary that
only engaged when the situation was ideal. If the MiG21 was a significant threat to the Phantoms, it was an
even bigger threat to its main target, the comparatively
sluggish, bomb-laden F-105 Thunderchief fighterbombers that carried out the bulk of the attack and
bombing missions in the North Vietnamese interior
during Operation Rolling Thunder.
“Operation Bolo” was created to deal with the new MiG
threat. Since October the F-105s had been equipped
with QRC-160 radar jamming pods that had virtually
ended their own losses to surface-to-air missiles, but
had shifted SAM attacks to the Phantoms, unprotected
because of a shortage of the pods. Rules of engagement
that had previously permitted the F-4 MiG CAP to escort
the F-105s in and out of the target area had been revised
in December to limit MiG CAP penetration to the edge of
SAM coverage.

Fishbed-Ds are pushed out at Noi Bai in the spring of 1966 in preparation for another air-defence mission against the USAF. The VPAF
took the bait during Bolo and scrambled the equivalent of an entire
squadron, the MiGs suffering accordingly. Note “4228”, lost during
Bolo, in the forgeround.

The MiG threats
The agility of the MiG-21 and the VPAF tactic of highspeed slashing attacks from astern under GCI control
posed a challenge to American pilots, who had become
predictable by staging large formation strikes from
Thailand flying the same routes and times of day allowing

VPAFs MiG-21 ‘Fishbed. at the National Museum of the United States
Air Force. (U.S. Air Force photo)
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MiG interceptions had consequently increased, primarily
due to MiG-21s using high-speed hit-and-run tactics
against bomb-laden F-105 formations, and although
only two bombers had been lost, the threat to the force
was perceived as serious. Bombing of North Vietnamese
airfields was still forbidden at the start of 1967, and 8th
TFW wing commander Col. Robin Old’s proposed an
aerial ambush as the best means of mitigating the threat.

Everything hinged on getting the MiG’s airborne; if they
did not take the bait, then the plan would not come to
fruition. In order to deceive the North Vietnamese, the
west force had to fly the same ingress routes, altitudes,
and speeds as the F-105, use the same air refueling
tanker tracks and altitudes, and use F-105 jargon in voice
communications. (However, to Olds’s dismay, the flights
were still assigned callsigns of MiG Caps throughout
the war, which were the names of American-made
automobiles: Olds, Ford, Rambler, Lincoln, Tempest,
Plymouth, and Vespa.)

ol. Robin Olds (left) and Capt. John Stone after OPERATION BOLO.
Three other 8th Tactical Fighter Wing officers, 1st Lt. Joseph Hicks,
1st Lt. Ralph Wetterhahn and Maj. James Covington, also worked on
planning the mission details. (U.S. Air Force photo)

Planning Operation Bolo
Col. Olds assigned the planning of Operation Bolo to a
quartet of veteran junior officers in his wing: the wing
tactics officer Capt. John B. Stone, 1st Lt. Joseph Hicks,
1st Lt. Ralph F. Wetterhahn, and Maj. James D. Covington.
Working under the tightest security, the pilots assigned
to fly the mission would not be briefed until December
30.
The group planned for a coordinated mission by a “west
force” of seven flights of F-4Cs from the 8th TFW at Ubon
and an “east force” of seven flights of F-4Cs from the
366th Tactical Fighter Wing based at Da Nang Air Base,
South Vietnam. The west force would simulate the F-105
strike force while the east force would cover alternate
airfields and provide a barrier against MiG’s attempting
to flee to China. The task force also included 6 flights of
F-105s for protection from SAMs, airborne radar support
by College Eye EC-121 aircraft, and radar jamming
support by EB-66s, escorted by four flights of F-104s of
the 435th TFS at Ubon.
The planners determined that if the MiG’s reacted, their
fuel endurance from takeoff to landing would extend to
a maximum of 55 minutes. Arrival times of the F-4 flights
over the targeted airfields were set five minutes apart to
ensure continuous coverage and maximum opportunities
for engagement in the target area, and to attempt to
run surviving MiG’s out of fuel by preventing them from
landing. The mission was also planned so that no other
US aircraft would be present, allowing the first three
flights of F-4s “missile-free” engagement without having
to first identify the target as required by Seventh Air
Force rules of engagement.
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A pair of F-104Cs on an escort mission with F-105s, to protect the
‘Thuds’ from enemy MiGs while they attacked surface-to-air missile
sites.(Ed Skowron)

The F-4s were fitted out with the QRC-160 jamming pods
normally carried only by F-105s, so that their electronic
signature would be the same, and the F-4s would also
fly the inflexible line-abreast pod formations used by the
F-105s to maximize pod effectiveness. The pods had to
be mounted on one of the fuel tank wing pylons, forcing
the F-4s to carry a centerline and single wing tank,
creating an asymmetric imbalance that made takeoffs
difficult (the aircraft would try to roll on liftoff to the side
carrying the wing tank).
The operation plan was presented to Gen. William
Momyer, commanding the Seventh Air Force, on
December 22, 1966. Momyer approved the plan, which
was assigned the code name “Bolo”, after the canecutting machete which doubled as a Filipino martial arts
weapon. Sharp and deadly, the Filipino bolo does not
appear to be a weapon until the opponent is drawn in
too close to evade. This was the intent of the plan — to
draw the MiG’s into the Phantoms’ killing zone and strike
while the North Vietnamese were still expecting to find
the less-dangerous F-105s.
Col. Olds also charged his maintenance crews with
inspecting, cleaning, and repairing all equipment on the
aircraft assigned to the mission, a task that took several
days. As soon as the F-4s were equipped with the QRC160 Electronic Countermeasures Pods, the date of the
attack was set for January 1, 1967.

Executing the mission
The mission was delayed because of severe weather and
rescheduled for January 2. The mission launched from
Ubon that afternoon after another hour’s delay, and
Olds, leading the first flight, arrived over Phúc Yên Air
Base at 1500 local time. Flying southeast on the ingress
route used by F-105s, the mission drew no defensive
reaction, and Olds found that a floor of thick clouds
blanketed the area below, concealing any view of MiG’s
taking off.
Unknown to Olds, the North Vietnamese GCI controllers
had delayed takeoffs by 15 minutes because of the
overcast. He reversed course and flew to the northwest.
When three minutes had passed without contact, and
with Ford flight in the area, he canceled the missile-free
option. Just as Ford flight arrived in the target area, the
first MiG’s emerged from the clouds below.

new enemy. I reared up my aircraft in a 45-degree angle,
inside his turn. He was turning to the left, so I pulled
the stick and barrel-rolled to the right. Thanks to this
maneuver, I found myself above him, half upside down. I
held it until the MiG finished his turn, calculating the time
so that, if I could keep on turning behind him, I would
get on his tail, with a deflection angle of 20 degrees,
at 1,500 yards. That was exactly what happened. He
never saw me. Behind and lower than him, I could clearly
see his silhouette against the sun when I launched two
Sidewinders. One of them impacted and tore apart his
right wing. “

Olds flight
The first attack came as the second flight of F-4s was also
entering the area. Olds’ flight immediately dropped fuel
tanks and lit afterburners to engage three MiG’s that,
although apparently emerging at random, actually had
been directed to have the first appear at the flight’s “six”
(rear) and the next two moments later at its “ten” (left
front), presenting one MiG with a tail-shooting solution
and tactical surprise. All three flights that engaged MiG’s
later reported encountering this tactic.
Olds 02, flown by mission planner Ralph Wetterhahn,
scored the first kill by shooting the MiG with an AIM7 Sparrow as Olds 01, flown by Col. Olds, fired three
missiles that failed either to launch or guide.
Olds stated:
“ The battle started when the MiG’s began to get out
of the cloud cover. Unfortunately for me, the first one
appeared in my ‘six o’clock’. It was more an accident than
a planned tactic. In fact, in the next few minutes many
other MiG’s started to exit from the clouds from distinct
positions.
I was lucky. The flight behind me saw the MiG’s and tried
to divert its attention. I broke to the left, sharply enough
to get away of his line of fire, hoping that my wingman
would take care of him. Meanwhile another MiG came
out of the clouds, turning widely about my ‘11 o’clock’ at
2,000 yards. He went into the clouds again and I tried to
follow.
A third enemy plane appeared in my ‘10 o’clock’, from
the right to the left: in simple words, in the opposite
direction. The first MiG zoomed away, and I engaged
the afterburner to get in an attack position against this

Col. Robin Olds painting a victory star on the F-4 he was flying on May
4, 1967, when he shot down a MiG-21.

The vertical maneuver, known as a “vector roll,”
positioned his Phantom above the tighter-turning MiG21, then when it completed its turn, Olds dropped in
behind it and fired two AIM-9 Sidewinder missiles. One
struck the MiG’s right wing and tore it off. The MiG went
into a spiral and disappeared into the clouds below, the
second kill of the battle. At the same time, Olds 04, flown
by Capt. Walter S. Radeker III, spotted a MiG tracking
his element lead and maneuvered to engage it. Radeker
was unable to get a consistently good tone (which would
indicate missile lock), but launched. His Sidewinder
guided perfectly, however, and struck the MiG just in
front of its tail, sending it into a spin. Olds flight had
destroyed three MiG-21s without suffering a loss and at
its fuel consumption limits left the area.
Ford flight
Ford flight, led by 8th TFW Vice Commander Colonel
Daniel “Chappie” James, Jr. entered the target area at
1505, just as the MiG’s began to engage, and James
radioed a warning to Olds. Though he did not score a
victory himself, James witnessed the victory made by his
wingman, Captain Everett T. Raspberry:
Chappie Stated:
“ At 15:04 three MiG’s attacked my flight, two from the
‘10 o’clock’ and one from the ´6 o’clock´. Initially I did not
see this last one because I had been concentrating on
those approaching head-on. My WSO excitedly warned
me about this rapidly approaching MiG, which was within
firing range of my #3 and #4. I hesitated a while before
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interrupting my attack against the two MiG’s in front,
because I had seen the ‘Olds’ flight passing below us a
few seconds before. I thought that the plane seen by
my WSO could be one of them. Despite that, I suddenly
turned left and then right, and caught sight of the third
MiG. I ordered to my numbers 3 and 4 to break right.
As they did so, the MiG broke left for some mysterious
reason and for a split second we were side by side. We
were so close that, besides the red stars in his wings, I
could clearly see the pilot’s face. I began a horizontal
barrel roll to get away from him and into an attack
position, once in position, I launched a Sidewinder. The
missile missed because the evading MiG broke left at
full throttle. But when he did it, he put himself in the line
of fire of my number 2, Captain Everett T. Raspberry. I
ordered him to follow the prey, because the two aircraft
that I initially saw had been placed in my forward sector.
I was in an advantageous position, so I fired two AIM9s against them in a quick sequence, and I turned to
place myself as wingman of my #2, Captain Raspberry.
[…] I kept on descending besides Captain Raspberry, and
I remember that I thought that he was still out of the
optimal launching envelope. But he performed a barrel
roll that placed him in a perfect position again and he
launched an AIM-9 which hit against the tail section of
the MiG-21. It was shaken violently and later fell in a
slow, almost plane spin.”
James, preoccupied with two MiG’s approaching Ford
flight head-on, was attacked from the rear by a MiG21. He executed a horizontal barrel roll, got behind
his attacker, and fired an AIM-9 that the MiG evaded.
However, the maneuver placed the MiG in front of
Raspberry, who shot it down with a missile hit behind the
cockpit. After Ford 02 scored its kill, Ford flight left the
scene without loss, its success due partially to the highspeed maneuverability of the F-4 at 17,000 ft.

clouds, dove and launched an AIM-7 Sparrow, which
failed to ignite. Stone fired again a second Sparrow that
successfully guided to one of the MiG’s. Observing a third
MiG behind him, he coordinated his maneuvers with
his wingman and steered the MiG into the line of fire of
Major Philip P. Combies (Rambler 04).

Vietnamese Pilots on ground with their MIGs-21

He saw the battle in this way:
“ We flew at 13,440 feet (4,800 meters) above sea level
and our speed was 540 knots. A little bit after completing
a turn to the northwest, we identified a patrol of four
MiG-21s in spread formation at 5 miles –about 8 km- at
‘2 o’clock’ and below us. Two more MiG’s appeared 2
miles –about 3 km - behind. . .. When the MiG’s crossed
in front of Stone, he started to follow, breaking left, and
losing height. Due to that, the flight spread wide to the
right, and I found myself higher and to the right of the
others. I kept the throttle to the minimum during the
first phase of the combat. So, when the MiG’s broke to
the left, and the engagement began. I chose one of the
MiG’s and followed him with my radar. I do not think that
we ever exceeded 4G’s during the whole engagement. I
decided to follow the Navy pilots’ tactics - at close range
foregoing the radar tracking but looking through the
reticle instead. When I realized that I was in the right
position, I pushed the fire button, released it, pushed it
again, and waited. I did not even see the first Sparrow.
However, I followed the entire trajectory of the second
one, from launch to impact. I fired the missiles at less
than 2,000 yards from the MiG’s tail, at a height of 9,800
feet (3,500 meters) while turning to the left. The second
one hit the tail section of the enemy aircraft. A second
later, I saw a huge, orange ball of fire.

Rambler flight, the third into the area, was led by Captain
John B. Stone, the wing tactics officer and one of the
architects of Operation Bolo.

Seconds later, another MiG-21 crossed in front of
Rambler 02 and was destroyed by a Sparrow fired by its
pilot, Lawrence Glynn. The MiG, hit behind the tailfin,
exploded in a fireball. This, the third MiG-21 downed by
Rambler flight, raised the final score of the day to 7:0 in
favor of the F-4s. SA-2 missile launches (five in all) began
to threaten Rambler flight, which also disengaged. The
entire combat lasted twelve minutes.

When Rambler entered the engagement, Stone spotted
a pair of MiG’s popping up through a break in the

The final four flights of 8th TFW aircraft arrived to find
the engagement over and departed the area because

Col. Chappie James and Sgt. James Robinson at Ubon, 1967. (Air Force
photograph)

Rambler flight
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of the SAM threat, while the Da Nang-based East Force
assessed the weather conditions and did not penetrate
North Vietnamese airspace. Two of the Ubon-based West
Force had aborted the mission for maintenance problems,
and only 26 of the 56 assigned fighters entered the target
area, and only 12 of those engaged. “

January 2 and January 5–6 forced them to disband
their assets by grounding the MiG’s for four months for
retraining and devising of new tactics.
Sources; United States Air Force in Southeast Asia 1965-1973. Aces
and Aerial Victories and the, Office of Air Force History.

Mission impact and follow-up
As the F-4s landed at Ubon, their ground crews lined the
taxi way. As each Phantom passed, cockpits opened, the
pilots indicated with upheld fingers the numbers of kills
they had scored. Of the 16 MiG-21s known to be in the
VPAF inventory, 11 to 14 had been engaged on that day
(depending on the source), with seven destroyed and
two others shot down (by Combies and Maj. Herman L.
Knapp, Rambler 03).
Years later, Vietnamese government sources admitted
that Operation Bolo on January 2 was one of the worst
days for the VPAF during the war. The VPAF claimed to
have lost five MiG-21s, with no enemy kills to claim.
The success of Operation Bolo led Seventh Air Force
to plan a similar mission simulating an RF-4C photo
reconnaissance mission. The immediate reaction to Bolo
by the VPAF was to challenge the daily “recce” mission
on the two days immediately following Bolo, in each
case causing the mission to be aborted. On both January
5 and January 6, a pair of 555th TFS F-4C Phantoms,
flying a close formation to appear as a single target on
North Vietnamese radar, flew the high-speed profile. On
the second day, intercepted by four MiG’s, they again
surprised and shot down two during the encounter, with
Crab 01 (Capt. Richard M. Pascoe and 1st Lt. Norman E.
Wells) and Crab 02 (Maj. Thomas M. Hirsch and 1st Lt.
Roger J. Strasswimmer) each scoring a kill.

Col. Robin Olds (second from right) celebrates with his Airmen after
completing Operation Bolo. Colonel Olds was the commander of the
8th Tactical Fighter Wing at Ubon Air Base, Thailand, and was credited
with shooting down four enemy MiG aircraft in aerial combat over
North Vietnam. (U.S. Air Force photo)

The F-104s were therefore given CAP role, although their radar cross
section was more like that of a Thunderchief and could have helped
with the deception if they had flown in the F-105-type pod formations
used by the F-4Cs carrying QRC-160-1 ECM stores to simulate F-105s.

Republic F-105D-30-RE Thunderchief (SN 62-4234) in flight with a
full bomb load of M117 750 lb bombs. Normally drop tanks were
carried on the inboard wing pylons. This aircraft was shot down
on 24 December 1968 over Laos while being assigned to the Wing
Headquarters, 355th Tactical Fighter Wing, Takhli RTAFB. Major
Charles R. “Dick” Brownlee was the pilot of the lead aircraft (s/n 624234, call sign “Panda 01”) in a flight of four. The flight was conducting
an afternoon strike mission against Route 911, between the Ban Karai
Pass and the city of Ban Phaphilang, Khammouane Province, Laos. At
15:47h the aircraft attacked a truck moving along Route 911. 62-4234
was hit by anti-aircraft fire and caught fire. Major Brownlee’s aircraft
exploded at roughly the same time he ejected from his aircraft.
The next day a rescue attempt of heavily injured or dead Brownlee
failed, but a member of the rescue team, CMS Charles D. King was
captured, too. Both men are listed as missing in action. The location
was on the northern edge of a large valley and just east of Route 911,
approximately 16 km southwest of Ban Thapachon (location 170600N
1055600E). (National Museum of the US Air Force)

For the North Vietnamese (and their Soviet allies who
supplied the MiG-21 aircraft and helped set up the
integrated air defense network), the two reverses on
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“It’s an unusual pilot . . who does not give his bird a private touch of loving gratitude before he leaves her nest,” Col.
Robin Olds, 8th TFW Commander at Ubon Royal Thai Air Force Base

